SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS
Characterization of decatenation events: For a given force, which was manually introduced by moving the magnets, a software script permitted the calculation of five decatenation parameters from the recorded length change vs. time data ( Figure S2 ).
The initial time lag was estimated as the time difference between the moment when the manual DNA braiding was completed and the moment when visible protein activity occurred. The initiation and completion of protein activity on a DNA molecule were determined by manual inspection and defined as a run. This allowed us to calculate the pauses or secondary time lags between decatenation runs. The change in catenation number was determined by matching the length change to the corresponding catenation number change in the DNA catenation vs. extension plots at a given force. A characterization curve was obtained for each DNA substrate studied at the force used in the experiment and represented the dependence of DNA braid length on magnet rotation ( Figure S1 ). The decatenation rate per run was calculated by dividing the change in catenation number (ΔCa) over the time interval of the run. Total rate per event was computed as a ratio of the total number of catenanes released over the total time for this event, including the initial time lag. Table S3 . Parameters after fitting the data distributions to a simple exponential decay function. Data for each of the parameters were binned into histograms and the mean values (t 0 ) for each of the parameters were derived from fits of an exponential decay function ( − ) to the histograms of the experimental values using Origin (OriginLab, Northampton, MA). Fits were accepted if the Reduced χ 2 and the Adjusted R 2 were close to 1. If the fits were not accepted (blue values), the mean value of the parameters was used. In some cases, it was not possible to fit the data to an exponential decay function (*) and the mean value was used instead. Parameters where the fit was poor are shown in blue and the mean values in black. For the cases where the fit did not work, the mean values are shown in black and the parameters are replaced by an asterisk (*). The last column shows the table where each parameter is reported in the manuscript. to the bulged strand is cleaved by a type IA topoisomerase (star) and the trapped dsDNA is released. F) The broken strand is religated resulting in the release of a single catenane. According to this scheme, the release of a single catenane corresponds to two cleavage/religation cycles of a type IA topoisomerase I.
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